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You look better on a Northeast Airlines' FH-227.
the wing is above you... never spoils the view

•

Introducing Northeast's new fleet of FH-227's, each with a proud sweep of sunshine
yellow from nose to tail. These Fairchild "Yellowbirds" are the flightleaders of Northeast's new expanded service for New England.
The FH-227 is a product of one of the world's great aircraft companies, Fairchild
Miller, and features the very latest innovations in passenger comfort and safety. The
prop-jet, "Dart" engines that power the FH-227 are precision-built by Rolls-Royce.
Noted for their reliability, Dart engines have more than 30,000,000 hours of civil
flying to their credit.
You'll be pleased to know that all Northeast Fairchild "Yellowbirds" are completely
air conditioned. (The cabin is as comfortable on the ground as it is in the air.) They
are also fully pressurized so that you can cruise in sea-level comfort even at 12,000
feet. (No more ear popping!)
The seats are wide, contoured and comfortable, with ample leg room. The tasteful
interiors were styled by Raymond Loewy/William Snaith, one of the world's finest
industrial design firms. Cabin interiors feature textures and wool fabrics specially
selected to be beautiful as well as harmonious. Custom carpets, drapes and seats in
patterned tapestries and oatmeal tweeds in warm, golden colors suggesting the richness of a New England harvest are all blended and interwoven in an imaginative
decor that is designed to please you.
One of the most outstanding passenger features of the FH-227 comes as a result of
its distinctive high-wing design. The wings are above the unusually large windows,
instead of below as on most other airliners. This allows all passengers throughout the
plane (even those in aisle seats) an exciting and unobstructed panoramic view.
You can relax and enjoy freshly brewed coffee from the FH-227's efficient galley as
you fly serenely over the beautiful New England countryside. And when you arrive at
your destination, there is no waiting for ground equipment. The cabin door has an
integral ramp . . . . only six steps down to ground level. You can grab your bag from
the built-in carry-on baggage racks and be on your way. However, even if your baggage is in the hold, you won't be delayed. It will be unloaded quickly by a Northeast
ramp agent through a large ground level door.
Everything about the Fairchild "Yellowbird" is designed for speed. It even has underwing fueling so that a man standing beneath the wing can fuel the plane in a matter
of minutes. In fact no special ground equipment at all is needed to service the
FH-227. This means shorter ground stops — more schedule dependability.
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NORTHEAST BOEING YELLOWBIRD

Northeast has ordered 7 Fairchild "Yellowbirds" with
options for more. All 7 should be delivered in the
Fall of 1966, and will replace the venerable though
popular DC-3's on our New England routes.
Everything is new on the new Northeast! In addition
to our prop-jet FH-227's, Northeast has also ordered
a great new hundred-million dollar fleet of pure jets
(Boeing 727's and Douglas DC-9's) for our longer
routes.
More than just a mighty fleet of the newest jets in the
sky, Northeast's Yellowbirds are the gleaming symbol
of a brand new airline. New meals, new ways with
baggage, new personalized reservations service. New
schedules with more flights. And people with a new
desire to serve you better.
Northeast FH-227 service will be introduced to New
England cities on the dates shown below. Watch for
this great new service to come to your city, then catch
a Yellowbird and let luxury happen to you.
September 7

September 15

October 15

Boston
Manchester
Worcester
LaGuardia
Lebanon
Kennedy
Keene

Augusta
Auburn-Lewiston
Martha's Vineyard
Nantucket

New Bedford-Fall River
Bradley Field, Hartford

October 1

November 15
Presque Isle

Burlington
Hyannis
Barre-Montpelier

Call a travel agent or Northeast Airlines . . . New England's own airline.

